The paper deals with translation strategies of the epic texts in the case of the Sakha epic "Nurgun
The first time when the olonkho spoke in a foreign language was in a line-by-line translation As T.A. Kazakova notes, folklore texts represent a special difficulty as an object of translation. They are accompanied by a duality of choice, when the translator has to decide whether to preserve the specifics of the original formula in translation or to look for an analogue (Kazakova, 2006: 317) . Hence, the issue of epic texts translation strategy appears to be of great importance.
Studies on Translation Strategies in Russia
Translation strategy is a term that different researchers understand differently. On the one hand, it is a cognitive process that involves translation procedures that occur in the mind of the translator, on the other hand, a strategy implicates various translation techniques, methods. The common factor is that strategy is used by translators to find solutions to translation problems and implementation of adequate translation in general. proofreading (Alekseeva, 2008: 333-342) .
V.N. Komissarov gives several points that determine the choice strategy: the nature of the source text (Komissarov, 2002: 72) ; the degree of prestige of the foreign author in the host culture; genre of literary work (Komissarov, 2002: 70) . V.N. Komissarov also emphasizes the importance of socio-cultural influence on the translation strategy, which is often reflected in the completeness of the translation of the original, forcing the translator to reduce or completely omit the unacceptable in the receiving culture (Komissarov, 2002: 74 (Shereminskaia, 2008: 62-64) .
T.A. Kazakova draws attention to the fact that communicative success to a great extend depends on how correctly the translator chooses the method of translation, applies the appropriate strategy and determines the units of translation (Kazakova, 2001: 11) . Although the researcher does not give the definition of the term, she
indicates that in the semantic translation two strategies naturally interact: a strategy oriented towards the method of expression accepted in the target language, and a strategy focused on preserving the features of the original form of expression (Kazakova, 2001: 14) .
In Russian translation studies, A. D. As for the translations made in accordance with the translation strategy of foreignization, in this case certain "opacity" of the text arises, and the so-called "dark places" appear in it, the translator becomes "visible". This text is read as a translation (Venuti, 1995) .
According to Venuti, domestication is an ethnocentric approach, in which the original text is often reduced, the emphasis is on the cultural values of the target language, and the author is approaching the reader; foreignization is an approach in which the emphasis is on preserving foreign linguistic and cultural values, while "the reader is approaching the author". In a broad sense, domestication implies a "transparent", easy-to-understand style, due to which the foreign text appears less strange to the There we would point out in advance that in the case when a translator seeks a "golden mean";
his "visibility" can be felt differently in different parts of the text. world at the specific momentremains unchanged (Venuti, 1995) .
Global and Local Strategies
As it was mentioned above, free and literal Table 1 presents the distribution of the most popular and frequent local strategies to overcome the lexical problems of translation by global strategies.
Most Common Lexical Challenges of the Epic Translation
The goal of the epic translation is not only to introduce a new culture and language of the source text to a foreign reader, but also to make the epic a heritage of world culture, which in its turn will contribute to raising the prestige of the whole ethnicity. Therefore, it is necessary to make the text interesting and readable. In other words, we believe the golden mean strategy to be an ideal strategy for epic texts translation. But what are the actual facts? This paper studies some lexical aspects in the translation of the heroic epic "Nurgun Botur the Swift" by A.A. Nakhodkina (Oiunskii, (Skrybykin, 1995) . The overview of the research works on the translation of the particular epic and comparative analysis of the source text and the texts of the translation revealed certain peculiarities.
As for A.A. Nakhodkina's translation, it is remarkable that all the translators of "Nurgun Botur the Swift" are native speakers and the translation was done without an intermediary language. The goal of the translators was to make the reader carry through all the uniqueness and richness of the heroic epic, without piling
up the text with difficult to perceive unfamiliar vocabulary. As A.A. Nakhodkina writes, her "goal was not to put off the English-speaking reader but to inspire them to go on reading this long poem" (Nakhodkina, 2014: 277) .
What is the greatest difficulty in translating
Sakha epic texts into English? These are mostly lexical problems that can be seen as challenges translator has to overcome. As the most ancient epic art of the Sakha people it is full of archaisms, culture-specific vocabulary, figurative words, word pairs, realities etc.
Translation of proper names, as well as other realias, occurs to be a tremendous task for a translator. In the epic "Nurgun Botur the Swift" proper names are mainly transcribed.
Of particular value in this case are the works by A.A. Nakhodkina (Nakhodkina, 2014) Table 2 Күлэр күөх салгыннаах, Күндүл күнүс дойдулаах, Υрүмэтийбит үүт күөллээх, Υрүң илгэ үктэллээх, Υкээр куйаас тыыннаах, Υүт-аас бэйэкэлээх… (Oiuunuskai, 2003: 12) …whose breathing was hot… …where the air was blue and caressing.
He inhabited in the dwelling-place of a light midday, with a serene lake near it. He walked, treading on white clouds, which were bringing abundance. (Skrybykin and Oiuunuskay, 1995: 11) Where the air was light and blue, The sunny midday land was there, The creamy, milky lake was there. Each step he took brought him an ilgeh blessing, His breath was hot, He had plentiful supply of food, He lived surrounded by abundance… (Nakhodkina and Oyunsky, 2014: 6) Yakut-Russian translation that was established in the late 19 th century.
The Sakha epic is rich in comparisons, metaphors, hyperboles, and epithets. They give the narrative a special colour and expressiveness. The lake here is described as "foamed and milky".
The second variant creamy, milky lake is more appropriate. Word pairs are also of great interest. 3) without a reference word -the translation of a culture-specific word without the use of exoticism (Vasilyeva, 2011: 110) .
Υүт-аас
The translation of A.A. Nakhodkina tends to preserve culture-specific words. Therefore, the first type of explication when the words are accompanied by their English equivalents appears many times. For instance, "seleh rope", "kekhe hooks" (long hook fixed in the Yakut balagan house to hang clothes, kitchen ware, etc.), "choroon goblets", "matachakh vessels" (wooden vessels for keeping dairy food); "bagakh post" (a sacred post to which a sacrificial animal is tethered, or hung with the skin of such animal).
As a result we have attributive word combination where nucleus is expressed by the English equivalent and the transliterated culture-specific element as an attribute. 
Conclusions
Translation demands a deep understanding and a solid knowledge of both languages and cultures. Olonkho represents the ideas, the language and the philosophy of the Sakha people.
Undoubtedly, olonkho should be studied, printed, translated into the languages of the world. This is one of the ways of our epic to become the property of world culture, and this in turn will contribute to raising the prestige of our entire ethnicity.
Translation work requires meticulousness.
The translator must be competent, have a good knowledge of vocabulary of both the source and target languages and consult dictionaries, thesauruses and other reference books to find the appropriate terms.
The golden mean strategy can be considered ideal for translation epic texts. To be critical, the strategy should tend more towards foreignization than domestication. In the case of domestication, the epic will lose all its colorfulness and expressiveness. After all, the translation of the olonkho is the contribution of the Sakha people to the treasury of the world culture. Olonkho reflects a rich fantasy, a great idea of infinity, the triumph of life over death, and the translator's duty to bring all this to the reader as preserved as possible. Still, each translation job is unique and the choice of domestication, foreignization or golden mean as translation strategy depends on a concrete case and on the translation goal.
As it was mentioned previously, Life does not stand still, the translation is developing. It is delightful that every year thetranslations of olonkho into the languages of the world become more. As we have seen, the quality of translation is also growing.
